Happening in Courthouse Green

Year 6 has had a SATs meeting
about their SATs and how to
prepare for them . All parents
were there with them. It
explained what will happen
during SATs week.
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Year 1 were visited by people from a dental surgery so they could
check how healthy and clean their teeth were . Some of the year ones
may have been scared or may have been excited.

Questions
How do you feel about doing a test?
How can you prepare?
How can you keep yourself calm ?

Questions
Do you think the year ones liked having their
teeth checked?
Why is it important to have your teeth
checked?
How do we make sure we have healthy teeth?

Happening in Coventry

.

McDonalds in the future will be serving
Indian dishes in the form of burgers.
People will still be allowed to choose
regular meals but Indian burgers will be
added to the menu . The Indian meals
will be called McDosa.
Jason from 6 Oak told us: “It is great to have
new foods on menus. It gives people a
chance to try different foods.”
•
•
•
•

Questions:
What to you think the logo will look like ?
Can you spot Ronald McDonald ?
What is your opinion of the changes?
How do you think people will like the
change?

Happening in the UK
KFC were fined almost one million
pounds after two employees suffered
injuries . They wore no gloves while
handling hot gravy. They had extreme
burns on their arms and hands. This is
a lesson for people to be careful when
handling hot food .

Questions
If you worked at KFC would you wear gloves ?
Do you think its fair that they are being fined for this?
How would you keep yourself safe in the kitchen ?

Happening in the world

Britain's own gold medallist and number 1 tennis
player in the world, Sir Andy Murray was recently
playing in the Australian Open tournament when he
was knocked about by a lower ranking player.

•

•
•
•

Questions
How do you think he felt when he
lost a match?
Do you still support him, even
though he lost a match?
Do you think he should still be
number 1 player in the world?
Have you ever found something
tricky that you usually find easy?

